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The Little School Bus introduces readers to Bus Driver Bob and invites them to tag along through a busy work day. Bob wakes up early, rumbles through town, and picks up children. But there is so much more to driving a school bus than meets the eye. There’s using a wheelchair lift, braking in the parking lot, dealing with snowy days, and getting tune ups. The Little School Bus walks readers through all these scenarios and more, building both trust and appreciation for school buses.

An excellent board book, The Little School Bus introduces young audiences to a new theme in an inviting, singsong way. The bus driver includes everyone, and perhaps more importantly, appreciates everyone he meets throughout his day. There is a lot that goes into driving children to and from school. Young readers who take the bus will have a newfound enthusiasm for their mode of transportation, and the more timid students who are nervous to take the bus will develop a trust for the school bus system. This little school bus is friendly and helpful, and everyone who encounters him is glad to have done so.